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ABSTRACT
Tunjice Hills are located on the northwestern edge of Sava folds and represent a syncline
structure with a fold axis in W - E direction. The Hills are composed of Miocene rocks. In
thesis I investigate whether Quaternary tectonic activity occurs in the area, and whether active
deformation can be attributed to the active folding of the Sava folds.
I applied tectonic geomorphic methods to streams that flow over Tunjice Hills. I determined
differences in sinuosity along the channel and investigated shapes of hypsometric curves and
longitudinal stream profiles. I calculated values of hypsometric integrals and concavity
parameters of maximal concavity and concavity factor and examined how far maximal
concavity point is located from the source of the stream.
The results show an increase in sinuosity when the rivers cross faults, at lithological changes,
and in vicinity of confluence points. Most actively changed segments of streams are located in
the westernmost stream and in central area of Tunjice Hills. Hypsometric curves for streams
in the central part of Tunjice Hills have sigmoidal shape with possible tectonic activity in the
lower part of the streams. From shape of hypsometric curve and values of hypsometric
integral and concavity parameters, tectonic activity is apparent on the fault that runs along the
Kamnik stream valley. Hypsometric curves, longitudinal stream profiles and concavity
analysis showed that the eastern margin of the Hills is stable and in mature to old erosional
stage which was also determined for a stream between westernmost Kamnik stream and
central area. Tectonic activity is present on faults that belong to Sava fault zone. There is no
indication of active deformation in Sava folds trend.
Keywords: Tunjice Hills, tectonic geomorphology, rivers, tectonic activity, river sinuosity,
hypsometric integral
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POVZETEK
Tunjiško gričevje se nahaja na severozahodnem robu Posavskih gub in predstavlja sinklinalno
strukturo z osjo gube v smeri W - E. Gričevje sestavljajo miocenske kamnine. Namen naloge
je določitev prisotnosti tektonske aktivnosti na območju Tunjiškega gričevja ter če so prisotne
deformacije, ki potrjujejo enako aktivno gubanje kot v Posavskih gubah.
V nalogi sem uporabila tektonsko geomorfološke metode na potokih, ki tečejo po območju
Tunjiškega gričevja. Določevala sem spremembe v vijugavosti potokov, evidentirala obliko
hipsometričnih krivulj in vzdolžnih profilov in izračunala vrednosti hipsometričnih integralov
in parametrov konkavnosti, kot so maksimalna konkavnost in njena oddaljenost od izvira
potoka ter konkavnostni faktor.
Rezultati kažejo, da se vijugavost potokov poviša na območjih prelomov, sprememb v
litologiji in v okolici sotočij. Največje spremembe v vijugavosti se nahajajo na najbolj
zahodnem in osrednjem delu Tunjiškega gričevja. Hipsometrične krivulje potokov v
osrednjem delu gričevja imajo sigmoidalno obliko in nakazujejo prisotnost tektonske
aktivnosti v spodnjem delu potokov. Oblika hipsometrične krivulje, vrednosti
hipsometričnega integrala in konkavnostnih parametrov kaže na aktivnost preloma v dolini
potoka Kamnik. Hipsometrične krivulje, vzdolžni profili in analiza konkavnosti so pokazali
da je vzhodni del gričevja v stabilnem stanju in v starejših erozijskih fazah, kar je značilno
tudi za potok med najbolj zahodnim potokom Kamnik in osrednjem območjem. Tektonska
aktivnost je vezana na prelome v coni Savskega preloma. Deformacij v smeri aktivnega
gubanja Posavskih gub ni bilo zaznati.
Ključne besede: Tunjiško gričevje, tektonska geomorfologija, reke, tektonska aktivnost,
vijugavost rek, hipsometrični integral
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ŠIRŠI POVZETEK VSEBINE
V trikotni coni med Južnimi Alpami, Dinaridi in Panonskim bazenom ležijo Posavske gube,
ki so se gubale v obdobju pliocena ter verjetno še v kvartarju. Zahodno od Posavskih gub leži
Ljubljanska kotlina ali natančneje Gorenjski bazen, ki je obdan s prelomi, in sicer
Žužemberskim prelomom, Kranjskim prelomom ter Savskim prelomom. Nekateri avtorji
predvidevajo, da se gubanje Posavskih gub nadaljuje tudi proti zahodu pod sedimenti
Ljubljanske kotline ter je prisotno tudi v hribovjih zahodno od Ljubljanske kotline.
Za določitev, kako daleč sega gubanje Posavskih gub ter ali je to še aktivno, sem raziskovala
recentno tektonsko aktivnost Tunjiškega gričevja, ki se nahaja med Ljubljansko kotlino na
zahodu ter severozahodnim delom Posavskih gub na vzhodu. Tunjiško gričevje strukturno
predstavlja Tunjiško sinklinalo, ki je podaljšek Tuhinjske sinklinale, ki je najsevernejša
sinklinala Posavskih gub. Tunjiško gričevje v večini sestavljajo miocenske sedimentne
kamnine v debelini več kot 1000 metrov. Na skrajnem južnem in severnem delu Tunjiškega
gričevja so prisotni tudi oligocenski konglomerati. Nad oligocenskimi sedimenti ležijo
najstarejše miocenske kamnine Govške formacije, ki se delijo v tri enote, Spodnje, Srednje in
Zgornje Govške plasti. Nad Govško formacijo leži mlajša Laška formacija, nad njo pa
najmlajša sarmatijska Dolska formacija, ki jo v večini sestavljajo nesprijeti sedimenti. Krili
sinklinale imata različne debeline posameznih formacij. V severnem krilu sinklinale ni
prisotnih Spodnje Govških plasti, preostale pa vpadajo od 75° do 85° proti severu, medtem ko
plasti v južnem krilu vpadajo okoli 20° proti severu. Na severu Tunjiškega gričevja poteka
cona Savskega preloma, ki v Tunjiškem gričevju ločuje miocenske in triasne kamnine.
Z metodami tektonske geomorfologije sem v okviru magistrske naloge preiskovala
oblikovanost površja Tunjiškega gričevja. Na območju Tunjiškega gričevja teče sedem večjih
vodotokov, ki se jim je določilo vijugavost struge, hipsometrične krivulje in hipsometrične
integrale, vzdolžne profile ter parametre konkavnosti struge.
Vijugavost je merilo oblike meandirajoče reke. Tektonsko aktivne strukture povzročijo
spremembe v naklonu struge, pri tem pa se vijugavost reke spremeni. Vijugavost se določi z
izračunom indeksa vijugavosti, ki predstavlja razmerje med dolžino rečne struge in ravno
premico med dvema točkama na strugi. V analizi je bila uporabljena razdalja med dvema
točkama 200 metrov. Hipsometrične krivulje prikazujejo normalizirane vrednosti nadmorske
višine v razmerju s površino. Območje pod hipsometrično krivuljo predstavlja hipsometrični
integral. Vodotok v mlajši erozijski fazi, kjer je bolj verjetna tektonska aktivnost nakazuje
visok hipsometrični integral in bolj konveksna oblika krivulje. Vzdolžni profili predstavljajo
razmerje med nadmorsko višino in dolžino vodotoka. Za primerjavo različno dolgih rek sem
vrednosti normalizirala. Tektonska aktivnost je lahko prisotna v vodotokih, ki imajo manj
konkaven profil. Lahko pa je oblika tudi samo posledica bolj odporne kamninske podlage. S
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pomočjo normaliziranih vzdolžnih profilov sem določila parametre konkavnosti. Določila
sem maksimalno konkavnost in njeno oddaljenost od začetne točke vodotoka, faktor
konkavnosti ter indeks konkavnosti. Vodotoki v mlajši erozijski fazi predstavljajo nizke
vrednosti faktorja konkavnosti, nizke vrednosti indeksa konkavnosti, nizke vrednostni
maksimalne konkavnosti ter velika oddaljenost te od izvira.
Na območju Tunjiškega gričevja se vijugavost poveča v severozahodnem delu, kjer poteka
več prelomov, ki so v coni Savskega preloma. Povečanje vijugavosti je opazno tudi v
osrednjem delu gričevja v strugah večine potokov. Ta povečanja sovpadajo z litološkimi
spremembami, potekom osi sinklinale ter sotočji, kjer se poveča pretok vodotoka. Največja
sprememba indeksa vijugavosti se zgodi v jugozahodnem delu Tunjiškega gričevja, kjer ni
povezana z nobeno predhodno znano aktivno strukturo. Bolj konkavna oblika hipsometričnih
krivulj nakazuje, da se erozijsko starejša območja nahajajo na robovih Tunjiškega gričevja,
saj je oblika vodotokov Pšata, Dobrovšek na zahodu in Tunjščica na vzhodu zelo konkavna. V
nasprotju, hipsometrične krivulje preostalih vodotokov v osrednjem delu gričevja ter
vodotoku Kamnik na zahodu, ki imajo bolj konveksno obliko, kažejo na erozijsko mlajše
vodotoke, kjer je možnost tektonske aktivnosti večja. Vodotoki v osrednjem delu (Dobrovšek,
Vrtaški potok in Knežji potok) gričevja kažejo v spodnjem delu hipsometrične krivulje
konveksno izboklino, kar je lahko posledica tektonske aktivnosti ali le povečanja akumulacije
sedimentov. Podobne rezultate podajo vrednosti hipsometričnega indeksa, ki so visoke za
vodotoke v osrednjem delu Tunjiškega gričevja in Kamnik na zahodu ter nizke za vodotoke
na robovih gričevja. Vzdolžni profili vseh glavnih vodotokov ter njihovih pritokov imajo
jasno izražene prelome, litološke spremembe ter sotočja, kar se kaže kot nenadna sprememba
v naklonu struge. S pomočjo normaliziranih vzdolžnih profilov sem določila vrednosti
parametrov konkavnosti glavnih vodotokov. Nizke vrednosti faktorja konkavnosti, nizke
vrednosti maksimalne konkavnosti in velika oddaljenost te od izvira vodotoka, ki lahko
nakazujejo tektonsko aktivnost, so določene na območju zahodnega in osrednjega dela
Tunjiškega gričevja v vodotokih Kamnik, Doblič, Vrtaški potok in Knežji potok. Visoke
vrednosti faktorja konkavnosti in maksimalne konkavnosti ter bližina te izviru pa je značilna
za vodotoke Pšata, Dobrovšek in Tunjščica. Enake rezultate je podala uporaba indeksa
konkavnosti, kjer so nižje vrednosti značilne za vodotoke v osrednjem in zahodnem delu
Tunjiškega gričevja. Rezultati vodotoka Pšata lahko vsebujejo napako, ker za vse izračune ni
bila uporabljena celotna reka ampak le njen del v zgornjem delu reke.
Glede na rezultate tektonska aktivnost zagotovo ni prisotna na vzhodnem delu Tunjiškega
gričevja, kjer poteka meja s Posavskimi gubami. To območje ima značilnosti poznejših
erozijskih faz. Stabilno območje nakazujejo tudi rezultati za vodotok Dobrovšek na zahodu.
Tektonsko aktivna območja so zagotovo prisotna v severozahodnem delu Tunjiškega gričevja
(vodotok Kamnik), kjer potekajo prelomi cone Savskega preloma. Tektonska aktivnost je
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prav tako prisotna v jugozahodnem delu gričevja, vendar tam ni znanih aktivnih struktur.
Potencialno tektonsko aktivno območje se nahaja tudi v osrednjem delu Tunjiškega gričevja.
Glede na vse rezultate je tektonska aktivnost vezana na aktivne prelome na zahodnem in v
osrednjem delu gričevja, ki so v coni Savskega preloma. Glede na stabilna območja v
Tunjiškem gričevju ter aktivnost le ob prelomih ni dokazov za aktivno gubanje, ki bi imelo
trend Posavskih gub.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Tunjice Hills are located on the northwestern edge of the Sava Folds, a Pliocene-Quaternary
transpressive belt of central Slovenia and northeastern Croatia (e.g. Vrabec and Fodor, 2006).
Sava folds are composed of several E - W to ENE - WSW trending synclines and anticlines.
Tunjice Hills, which exhibit a structure of an E-W striking overturned syncline, are generally
interpreted as the northwesternmost extension of the Sava Folds (e.g. Premru, 1983). West of
the Sava folds, the Kranj-Sora basin is located that is part of eastern Gorenjska basin or
Northern Ljubljana basin. The basin is apparently separated from the Sava folds with N - E to
NNW - SSE trending faults (Vrabec and Fodor, 2006).
Folding and uplift in the area of Sava folds began at the end of Miocene and peaked in
Pliocene when the whole area folded in north to south direction (Vrabec and Fodor, 2006, and
references therein). In this thesis I investigate whether there is any evidence of active tectonic
deformation in the Tunjice Hills, and whether this deformation could be related to active
folding of the Sava folds. To determine if the area is tectonically active, I applied a toolbox of
methods of tectonic geomorphology on the streams in the Tunjice Hills area.
Towards the north, the Sava Folds and the Tunjice Hills are bounded with the Sava Fault, a
regional-scale E - W to NW - SE trending dextral strike-slip fault that, which is a part of the
Periadriatic Fault System (Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). West of the Tunjice Hills and the Sava
Folds, the Ljubljana Basin, or more accurately the Gorenjska Basin is located. Rectangularlyshaped Gorenjska basin, named by Vrabec (2001), is interpreted as a pull-apart basin,
subsided in the releasing over-step between the Sava fault in the NE and the Žužemberk fault
in the SW (Figure 1).
The question of westernmost reach of the Sava Folds structure was discussed by Rižnar
(2009). He interpreted the Poljane-Vrhnika anticline west of Ljubljana Basin (Figure 2) to
represent a westward continuation of the Sava Folds under the sediments of the Ljubljana
Basin. He correlated the Tunjice Syncline to the Škofja Loka syncline at the western basin
margin (Figure 2). Similar interpretation was presented by Kuščer (1990). He argued for
folding of the Quaternary fill of the Ljubljana basin (Figure 3). Kuščer (1990) presented
evidence of uplift between Kranj and Radovljica and between Medvode and Medno, and of
subsidence in Sora and in the centre of Ljubljana basin. According to Vrabec (2001), the
synclinal folding of Quaternary is not feasible, since the structure of the Ljubljana basin is
asymmetrical, and the beds are everywhere dipping toward SW with no indications of dipping
towards NE. Folding also cannot explain the faults on the edge of Ljubljana basin. Vrabec
(2001) instead proposed that subsidence is controlled by normal faults.
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Figure 1: Structural map of Gorenjska basin (Vrabec, 2001); red square represents the study
area; LJ – Ljubljana, KR – Kranj, KA - Kamnik.

Figure 2: Folds west and under the sediments of Ljubljana basin according to Rižnar (2009);
red square represents the study area; 1 South-Alpine thrust front, 2 thrust between Hrušica and Trnovo
nappes, 3 lower Oligocene boundary, 4 important faults, 5 simplified lithological boundaries, 6 syncline and
anticline with less than 3 km range, 7 syncline and anticline with more than 8 km range, 8 Poljane-Vrhnika
anticline, 9 Southern Alps, 10 Trnovo nappe, 11 Hrušica nappe; KA - Kranj anticline, ŠLS - Škofja Loka
syncline, SS – Sovodenj syncline, MS – Motnik syncline, TA – Trojane anticline, LS – Laško syncline, LA –
Litija anticline, SAP – Sava Fault, RSP – Ravne-Sovodenj fault, BRP – Borovnica-Ravnik fault, IP – Idrija
Fault, ŽP – Želimlje fault, STP – Stična fault.
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Figure 3: Folding of sediments in Ljubljana basin (Kuščer, 1990).
To determine whether active folding in the trend of the Sava Folds extends into the Ljubljana
basin, I looked for tectonic activity, reflected on stream channels in the Tunjice Hills.
Rivers are different in sizes and types. Main influences on river characteristics are hydrology,
sediment load, and geological history. Over time, rivers change due to changing climate
which determine river hydrology (Schumm, 2005). Rivers can be changed because of
geologic and geomorphic controls, where different changes can be seen in different scales.
How fast these changes will be reflected in the river channel depends on sensitivity of the
channel which differs for different rivers.
In the upstream areas, rivers are controlled by geological history of the area, tectonic history,
lithology, climate, hydrology and humans, whereas downstream areas are mostly controlled
by the amount of sediments and lengthening or shortening of the river with avulsion, meander
cutoffs and channelization (Schumm, 2005). Rivers can change their features along the
channel because of changes from bedrock to alluvial channel, because of tributaries and their
confluence points, and the active tectonics and its shaping of valley morphology. Occasional
floods, catastrophic sudden events, and vegetation can also change the river channel
(Schumm, 2005). In this thesis I concentrated on the influence of active tectonics on river
channel, which can influence sinuosity of the river and cause sudden changes of topography
and with that the concavity of the river channel.
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2 GEOLOGICAL SETTINGS
2.1 GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
Tunjice Hills are located in Central Slovenia, in the northern part of Ljubljana Basin (Figure
4). Towards the east, the Tunjice Hills are bounded by the river Kamniška Bistrica from
Kamnik to Stahovica, and then by the Quaternary alluvial plain of the Bistrica between
Kamnik, Križ and Komenda. In the west, the Hills border to the river Pšata, and the northern
boundary from the village of Pšata to Šenturška Gora and Stahovica is represented by a steep
rise of the foothills of the Kamnik Alps. The area of the Tunjice Hills is approximately 35
km2.

Figure 4: Geographic extent of Tunjice Hills (eVode, 2016). Inset map: location of the
Tunjice Hills within Slovenia.
2.2 GEOMORPHIC FEATURES
Tunjice Hills comprise a hilly landscape dissected by many river valleys, with elevations
ranging from around 350 m to 600 m. The larger and more well-known streams are Tunjščica
and Doblič. Other larger streams that I have analysed in this thesis are Knežji potok, Vrtaški
potok, Dobrovšek, Kamnik, and also the bordering river Pšata, and their tributaries (Figure 5).
The courses of most streams run from NE to SW, the major exception being Tunjščica which
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in the upper reaches flows in the N-S direction. The Pšata river, which is located outside of
the Tunjice Hills proper, runs in the NW-SE direction.
The shaded relief map (Figure 5A) and the slope map (Figure 6) reveal a marked increase in
slopes in the central and eastern part of the Tunjice Hills as well as along the northern border
of the Hills.

Figure 5: Shaded digital elevation model of the Tunjice Hills showing the main streams
analysed in this work (A); Color-coded streams plotted over the regional geological map
(Premru, 1982) (B). Shaded digital elevation model (DEM) with a spatial resolution of 1 m,
completed from lidar data (eVode, 2016). Same colour coding is used throughout the text.
The slope map in Figure 6 provides a good indication of the relative erodibility of rocks in the
Tunjice Hills. Harder, less erodible rocks are located in the northern hinterland. There is a
noticeable jump in erodibility, indicated by much gentler slopes, along the northern Hills
margin. Still further south, in the north-central part of the Hills, the slope values are the
lowest and here the substrate is the most erodible. A significant increase of slope values is
then seen in the central part. Finally, the southernmost part of Tunjice Hills again exhibits
lower slope values and higher erodibility.
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Figure 6: Slope map of the Tunjice Hills in degrees (A) and in percent rise (B). Maps are
derived from the lidar-derived 1 × 1 m resolution DEM data (eVode, 2016).
2.3 GEOLOGY OF THE TUNJICE HILLS
In the regional division of Premru (1983), the Tunjice Hills area is a part of the Tuhinj
syncline (Figure 7), also named Motnik syncline in Placer (1998). Vrabec (2001) uses the
term Tunjice syncline, which is separated from Tuhinj syncline with faults running along the
Kamniška Bistrica Valley. In opinion of Vrabec (2001), Tuhinj syncline is structurally part of
the Sava folds, whereas the Tunjice syncline formed at the restraining bend of the Sava fault
and is therefore not part of the Sava folds sensu stricto. The two available geological maps of
the Tunjice Hills are presented in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 7: Tuhinj syncline, including the Tunjice Hills (Premru, 1982). See Figure 9 for
legend.
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Figure 8: Geological map of the Tunjice Hills by Kresevič (2016).
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Figure 9: Geological map of the Tunjice Hills by Premru (1982). The excerpt from the map
legend on the right is limited to units that appear in Tunjice Hills.
2.3.1 Lithostratigraphy
The stratigraphic base of Tunjice Hills comprises Mesozoic rocks, mostly represented by fine
grained sandstone and shaly mudstone or shale of mid-Triassic and Cretaceous age, which can
be found as smaller outcrops on the edges of the Hills (Vrabec, 2001). At the southeastern
edge of the Tunjice Hills, near the town of Križ, outcrops of Upper Triassic limestone can be
found (Kresevič, 2016).
Over the Mesozoic rocks, an over 1000 m thick succession of Neogene rocks is deposited.
Neogene succession starts with Oligocene sediments, deposited on the erosional
unconformity. Lower parts of the Oligocene succession are built of conglomerate, which
8

towards the top changes to Kiscell clay. Following the Kiscell clay are conglomerate and
carbonate sandstone, and on top of it is 100 meters thick grey clay (Žalohar and Zevnik,
2006), that is followed with sandstone and conglomerate in its upper layers (Kresevič, 2016).
This clay bed is only present in northern limb (Žalohar and Zevnik, 2006). Oligocene
sediments were deposited in a transition from freshwater to brackish to seawater environment
and are approximately 280 meters thick (Vrabec, 2000). In southern Tunjice Hills they can be
found in a thin belt north from the town of Križ. Extensive outcrops are present in the
northernmost part of Tunjice Hills, north of Viševca fault (Kresevič, 2016).
Miocene rocks that lie on top of Oligocene sediments can be divided into three formations.
The lowest is the Govce formation (Kuščer, 1967) of lowermost Upper Egerian age (Pavšič
and Horvat, 2009), which rests unconformably over the Oligocene beds. The unconformity is
not visible in southern limb of the syncline (Žalohar and Zevnik, 2006). Govce beds comprise
sand and sandstone, occasionally interbedded with clay and several thin conglomerate
horizons (Vrabec, 2000). This succession is followed by marlstone and green mudstone,
topped by conglomerate that has normal gradation, ending with sandstone. Žalohar and
Zevnik (2006) divided Govce formation in Tunjice Hills into three different parts (Lower
Govce beds - LGB, Middle Govce beds - MGB and Upper Govce beds - UGB; Figure 10).
Lower Govce beds are mostly composed from sands and silts, but sandstones, gravel and
conglomerate are also found. The Middle Govce beds comprise sandstones, marlstones and
siltstones. Middle Govce beds can be found in both limbs of the syncline, whereas the Lower
Govce beds are only present in southern limb (Figure 11). Upper Govce beds are built of 50
meters of gravel, conglomerate and sand, followed by green sand. Thickness of Govce
formation is between 350 to 450 meters (Kresevič, 2016). South of Tunjiška mlaka village,
coal is present between clay beds of Govce formation, (Žalohar and Zevnik, 2006). The
sediments were deposited in a coastal marine environment. Lower parts of the formation
evidence volcanic activity in the vicinity of the depositional area (Vrabec, 2000).
Following Govce formation is Laško formation (Kuščer, 1967) and their boundary is probably
unconformable (Kresevič, 2016). The Laško formation is of Badenian age (Pavšič and Horvat,
2009) an is around 300 – 400 meters thick (Žalohar and Zevnik, 2006). In Tunjice Hills Laško
formation starts with 12 meters of basal conglomerate, that can contain quartz, chert and
rhyolite (Pavšič and Horvat, 2009) and is in its upper part followed with interbedding of grey
to brown marlstone that has thin layers and horizontal laminae in its lower part, sandstone and
siltstone. The top of Laško formation is represented by marly clay (Kresevič, 2016). In Laško
beds in the northern limb of the syncline micaceous sands and sandstones prevail, whereas the
southern limb is characterized by more fine-grained sandstones, clayey-silty sandstones and
sandy marlstones (Žalohar and Zevnik, 2006). Sediments of Laško formation were deposited
in shallow marine environment (Rojnik, 2015).
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Figure 10: Stratigraphic columns of Tunjice Hills rocks (Žalohar and Zevnik, 2006): A northern limb of the syncline; B - southern limb of the syncline; Ol – Oligocene rocks, LGB –
Lower Govce beds, MGB – Middle Govce beds, UGB – Upper Govce beds, LF – Laško
formation, DF – Dol formation.
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Covering the Laško formation are the youngest, Sarmatian beds (Pavšič and Horvat, 2009), of
the Dol formation which is 300 – 450 meters thick (Žalohar and Zevnik, 2006; Kresevič,
2016) Dol formation in the Tunjice Hills represent the westernmost exposed occurrence of
Sarmatian beds of the Central Paratethys. Characteristically, the sediments of the Dol
formation are not lithified. In the lower parts the Dol formation begins with dark grey marly
silt containing mica, and grey clay with brown marl that laterally changes into quartz sand
with layers of clay, silt, sand and calcareous conglomerate (Pavšič and Horvat, 2009).
Following this are sands, sandstones and conglomerates.
The geological map in Figure 8 shows the distribution of Oligocene – Miocene formations.
North from town Križ Oligocene rocks are unconformably lying on Mesozoic basement.
Northward, the sediments change to Govce formation over a covered boundary. In the central
part of Tunjice Hills the sediments of Laško formation are cropping out. Kresevič (2016)
located the boundary between Laško formation and Govce formation west from centre of
town Kamnik. The boundary between Laško formation and Dol formation is located to the
south of Tunjiška mlaka village. Dol formation ends further north, near the village of
Vrhovlje. Due to the synclinal structure, Laško formation appears again north of Viševca,
where it borders on Govce formation. Since the dip of the northern syncline limb is steep to
subvertical, the apparent thickness of Miocene formations there is significantly smaller than in
the southern limb. The northern boundary of Miocene rocks in the Tunjice Hills is the
Viševca fault (Kresevič, 2016).
2.3.2 Geological structure
Rocks of Tunjice Hills are folded into an overturned syncline. The northern limb is in inverted
position with bedding steeply dipping to the north or subvertical. The dips range from 75° to
85° to N and NNW. Dips decrease towards the south. In the southern limb, the beds dip gently
to moderately steeply towards north with the average dip of 20° (Figure 11; Vrabec, 2001).
The fold axis is positioned in the central part of Tunjice Hills. In the northernmost part of the
Tunjice syncline Oligocene rocks are present which are separated from Miocene sediments
with a reverse fault named Viševca fault (Figure 11). There, Oligocene lies on top of
Cretaceous rocks. Toward west, under Šenturška gora village, Oligocene in not present
anymore and Miocene sediments are in direct contact with Cretaceous rocks along the WNW
– ESE Češnjice fault (Vrabec, 2001). According to Vrabec (2001), the westernmost part of
Tunjice Hills is not necessarily part of the Tunjice syncline structure, since Oligocene rocks
exhibit dips mostly in NE direction and rarely in NW direction.
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Figure 11: Geological profile of the Tunjice Hills (Kresevič, 2016).
Žalohar and Zevnik (1996) and Premru (1983) presume the Tunjice fold axis is plunging
towards ENE, which, based on prevailing dips toward N to NNW in southern part of the Hills,
is not possible (Vrabec, 2001). New mapping data revealed that the fold axis is almost
horizontal and dips 3° toward west, with azimuth around 260° (Kresevič, 2016).
In the northern part of the Tunjščica river valley around 200 meters offset of the boundary
between Govce and Laško formation is seen (Žalohar and Zevnik, 1996), and at least 100
meters of offset of the boundary between Miocene and Oligocene sediments (Vrabec, 2001)
(Figure 8). The offset is due to the NNW – SSE striking dextral strike-slip fault that Vrabec
(2001) named Tunjice fault. Additionally, the abrupt change in apparent thickness of
formations west of the fault suggests a significant subsidence of the western fault limb
(Kresevič, 2016).
Close to the town Tunjice in central part of Tunjice Hills the topography quickly rises along
the E – W oriented ridge that Premru (1983) interpreted as the Tuhinj fault.
North from Tunjice Hills runs the Sava fault zone. One of the faults from Sava fault zone that
is present in Tunjice Hills is Viševca fault. According to Jamšek Rupnik (2013) this fault may
continue to the west under sediments of Ljubljana basin (Figure 12). Gorenjska basin is
surrounded with faults (Vrabec, 2001; Figure 1). In northwest Gorenjska basin is bounded
with Kranj fault with NE-SW direction, in southwest with Žužemberk fault that has NW-SE
direction and in northeast with Sava fault zone, that is composed from many faults.
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Figure 12: Topographic map with supposedly active structures (Jamšek Rupnik, 2013).
One of the faults in the Sava fault zone is the Cerklje fault (Figure 12), visible as gently
expressed terrace on the Quaternary surface between Cerklje na Gorenjskem and Visoko
(Vrabec, 2001). The surface flexure, seen as a terrace can be the result of a right-lateral fault,
reverse fault or oblique fault. Eastern continuation of the fault is unclear. Jamšek Rupnik
(2013) proposed that that Cerklje fault makes a bend and follows the boundary between
Triassic and Miocene rocks in the northern part of Tunjice Hills. Alternatively, the fault trace
could continue in a straighter direction into the central part of Tunjice Hills.
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3 METHODOLOGY
To assess the indications of active tectonic movements, I used several geomorphic indicators:
river-channel sinuosity, hypsometric curves and their hypsometric integral, longitudinal
profiles, and concavity parameters.
3.1 SINUOSITY ANALYSIS
When active tectonic movements impact rivers, changes can be detected in channel pattern,
longitudinal and cross-sectional profiles, and in sediment discharge (Zámolyi et al., 2010).
River geomorphology can quickly change due to changes in hydrology and sediment transport
and is dependent on valley gradient, topography and type of sediment (Petrovszki et al.,
2012).
How the river will change is dependent on rate and amount of deformation on the surface and
on the type of the river (Ouchi, 1985), but changing of the river is not dependent on its size
(Zámolyi et al., 2010). Active tectonic movements are slow. For example, Ouchi (1985)
estimates rates of Quaternary-active aseismic deformation in absence of faulting to amount to
less than 10 mm per year. At that deformation rate, the effect on rivers is notable in a few
hundred years as the channel gradient changes over time. As the channel gradient is also
dependent on water and sediment discharge and by sediment grain size, the change of these
parameters during tectonic deformation must also be taken into account (Ouchi, 1985).
It can be difficult to distinguish between changes forced by active tectonics, hydrology and
sediment load from those produced by anthropogenic influence on the rivers, or by climate
changes (Petrovszki et al., 2012). Rivers not influenced by humans tend to keep the channel
slope constant, which in turn affects other river parameters, one of which is sinuosity of the
river (Zámolyi et al., 2010).
Ouchi (1985) used experiments to investigate how braided and meandering rivers react to
uplift and subsidence. Braided rivers influenced by uplift tend to degrade in central part of the
uplifted area. There, incision starts, and terraces are formed. Further upstream, river is
aggrading, which is manifested by abundant thalweg shifts and submerged bars. Aggradation
also occurs downstream, where the river has a strongly braided pattern with central bars
(Figure 13a). In areas of subsidence, strongly braided river with central bars is present in the
central part of the subsiding area where aggradation prevails. In the downstream direction
transverse bars can form due to flooding of the river. Degradation in subsiding areas occurs in
the upstream part of the river, where it is associated with bar destruction, and in the furthest
downstream part where it produces alternate bars (Figure 13b).
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Meandering rivers affected by uplift tend to flood the upstream area, which is characterized
by indistinct thalwegs and lots of clay deposition, whereas in the downstream direction the
river sinuosity increases, and bank erosion occurs (Figure 14a). In case of subsidence, the
opposite is seen: meandering rivers increase sinuosity in the upstream direction, and floods in
the downstream direction. In both cases, sinuosity increases where the channel slope is
steepened (Figure 14b; Ouchi, 1985).

Figure 13: Pattern change of the experimental braided channel during uplift (A) and
subsidence (B) (Ouchi, 1985).

Figure 14: Pattern change of the experimental meandering channel during uplift (A) and
subsidence (B) (Ouchi, 1985).
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Location where vertical tectonic motion occurs is indicated with a change in sinuosity
(Petrovszki and Timár, 2010) (Figure 15). Increase in slope, located downstream of a normal
fault or upstream of a reverse fault, increases channel sinuosity. Straightening of the slope
upstream of a normal fault or downstream of a reverse fault, will decrease channel sinuosity.
Active tectonic deformation can also change the river pattern from meandering to braided or
anastomosing, depending on the amount of transported sediment (Petrovszki and Timár,
2010).

Figure 15: Influence of a normal (left) and reverse fault (right) on sinuosity of the river
(Petrovszki and Timár, 2010; Zámolyi et al., 2010); 1a - meandering river with normal
sinuosity, 1b - meandering river with high sinuosity, 1c - meandering river with low sinuosity,
2 - braided river, 3 - anastomosing river.
Rivers tend to have a self-organized meandering that is only possible at a given channel slope
range (Petrovszki et al., 2012). With increased slope, the sinuosity also increases to a certain
threshold. This happens because the increase of the slope increases flow velocity which
amplifies the turbulence of the flow and consequently meanders start to form (Petrovszki and
Timár, 2010). If the slope increase exceeds the threshold, the river will start to straighten
again. This reverse process is slower, and it begins with slowing down of meander
development during which meander bends develop slower and have a smaller curvature.
Meandering can therefore be divided into two categories or zones: the zone of self-organizing
meandering and the zone of unorganized meandering where sinuosity decreases with
increasing slope (Timár, 2003) (Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Relations between sinuosity, slope and bank-full discharge that shows reaction of
the river under given conditions (Petrovszki et al., 2012); a - relation between sinuosity and
valley slope, b - relation between channel slope and bank-full discharge.
Sinuosity can be described as a function of channel slope and bank-full discharge (Figure 16).
Bank-full discharge is the discharge at the point of possible flow over the banks. After the
threshold is met the sinuosity decreases and with further increase in slope the river can change
its pattern from meandering to braided (Timár, 2003). Sinuosity can also increase due to the
type of sediment. If the river sediment is more fine-grained (silt and clay) and is carried as a
suspended load, the river can be more sinuous (Petrovszki et al., 2012).
To measure the pattern of the meandering river, sinuosity index (SI) can be used (Zámolyi et
al., 2010). Sinuosity index is defined as the ratio of channel length between the two points and
the length of the straight line between the points (Timár, 2003, Petrovszki and Timár, 2010,
Zámolyi et al., 2010, Petrovszki et al., 2012) (Figure 17). The sinuosity index is calculated for
different window sizes. Window size is defined as the channel length between two points (S
in Figure 17).
In my analysis, I used the Slovenian national Digital Elevation Model (DEM) with 1 × 1 m
resolution, derived from airborne laser scanning (eVode, 2016). I digitized river courses from
lidar-derived DEM data in ArcGIS Desktop 10.3.1 software. Using Editor tool in ArcGIS
Desktop I set points along the channel that are each 10 meters apart (d). I determined sinuosity
index between every 5th, 10th, 20th and 30th point (k) producing window size S of 50, 100,
200 and 300 meters. Parameter I represents the shortest distance between the two points and
was calculated using coordinates that were added to the points with Add xy coordinates tool.
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Sinuosity index was then calculated as the ratio between the window size S and shortest path I
(Figure 17), using Microsoft Excel. I concluded that window size of 200 m gives the best
results. For window sizes of 50 m and 100 m, the distance is too short to fully enclose the
meanders of the river and with window size 300 meters the results are too simplified.

Figure 17: Determining sinuosity index from digitized rivers; adapted from Zámolyi et al.,
2010).
3.2 HYPSOMETRIC CURVE AND HYPSOMETRIC INTEGRAL
Relation between elevation and surface area can be measured with hypsometry (RuszkiczayRüdiger et al., 2009). It can be presented with hypsometric curves, which show the
distribution of the surface area above a certain line of elevation (Ruszkiczay-Rüdiger et al.,
2009, Matoš et al., 2014). Shape of the hypsometric curve gives the information about the
type of surface or relief which in turn indicates the erosional stage of the drainage basin.
Erosional stage is controlled with the interaction between tectonic activity, lithological
heterogeneity and climate conditions (Matoš et al., 2014).
Theoretical erosional cycle of landscape evolution starts as a juvenile or “youthful” stage
which is characterized by deep incisions and rugged relief. This is followed by the “mature”
stage where different geomorphic processes are close to equilibrium. The last is an “old”
erosional stage which is characterized by landscape near base level and very subdued relief
(Keller and Pinter, 1996).
Shape of hypsometric curve can vary from convex to concave. Convex hypsometric curve
indicates juvenile and slightly eroded areas, while sigmoidal and concave shaped hypsometric
curves represent moderately to highly eroded areas which can indicate mature or old erosional
stages (Matoš et al., 2014).
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Hypsometric curves can be used to compare drainage basins of different size (Matoš et al.,
2014) since it uses proportions of relative elevation to total elevation (h/H) and area above a
certain elevation against the total area of the basin (a/A). Figure 18 shows examples of
hypsometric curves and Figure 19 shows how hypsometric curve is plotted. Parameter A
represents the total surface area of the drainage basin and a represents area above the given
elevation (h). Proportion a/A varies from value 1 (when h/H equals 0) to value 0 when h/H
equals 1 (Keller and Pinter, 1996).

Figure 18: Hypsometric curves and their origins (Mahmood and Gloaguen, 2012).

Figure 19: Plotting of hypsometric curve with example how one point along the hypsometric
curve is determined (Keller and Pinter, 1996).
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Another measure that characterizes the shape of the hypsometric curve is hypsometric integral
(Hi) which is determined as the area under the curve and can be calculated using equation (1),
where Hmean represents average values of surface elevation, Hmin represents minimal values of
surface elevation and Hmax maximal values of surface elevation (Matoš et al., 2014).

(1)

Values of hypsometric integral (Hi) are in the range from 0 to 1 (Ruszkiczay-Rüdiger et al.,
2009). Values of Hi close to 1 indicate convex shaped hypsometric curve typical of areas with
high elevation relative to the mean which usually indicates a juvenile erosional stage.
Intermediate values of hypsometric integral are characterized by straight or sigmoidal shaped
hypsometric curve and indicate an evenly dissected terrain. Hi values close to 0 are typical for
concave shaped hypsometric curves that can indicate mature or old erosional stages. Low Hi
values are usually determined for large lowland areas (Ruszkiczay-Rüdiger et al., 2009).
Extremely high or low Hi values can indicate tectonic deformation where incised valleys
(high Hi) are typical for uplift, and extended lowlands (low Hi) are typical for subsidence
(Ruszkiczay-Rüdiger et al., 2009). Problem can arise when river erosion influences the
hypsometric integral. Fluvial incision can produce high Hi values while fluvial aggradation
and deflation can cause Hi values to be low (Matoš et al., 2014).
Plotting of Hi values in relation to average slope values can be used to discriminate the basins
with relative uplift from basins with relative subsidence (Matoš et al., 2014). Two major
clusters can be determined:
 low average slope values and low Hi values that indicate low values of uplift rates
for which aggradation processes are common
 high average slope values and high Hi values that indicate high uplift rates and
erosional processes, which is common for relatively juvenile erosional stage of
landscape evolution. Here the deep incision processes can be driven by the tectonic
activity and uplift (Matoš et al., 2014).
Intermediate values of both average slope and Hi can represent mature and stable erosional
stage.
For constructing hypsometric curves and determining hypsometric integral I used Microsoft
Excel and ArcGIS Desktop 10.3.1. software, using elevation values derived from 1 × 1 m
DEM of Slovenia (eVode, 2016). First, I manually digitalized polygons outlining drainage
basins of each stream. I clipped DEM raster in the shape of the polygons using Clip tool and
after that used Int tool to change raster into attribute table where it applies raster value to the
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number of pixels with specific value. From size of one pixel I determined the area for which a
certain elevation is attributed. I determined the area above certain elevation (Figure 18) and
normalized values of elevation and area above certain elevation. I constructed hypsometric
curves using Graph software. To calculate hypsometric integrals, I used Graph software
where I determined the area under the hypsometric curve as the hypsometric integral using
Calculate Area function.
3.3 STREAM CONCAVITY
3.3.1 Longitudinal stream profile
Longitudinal stream profiles represent elevation values in relation to stream length (Figure 20;
Matoš et al., 2014). The shape of the longitudinal profile, which is usually concave shaped, is
under the influence of tectonics, climate and grain size in the channel (Zaprowski et al.,
2005).
Longitudinal stream profile reflects equilibrium between bedrock erosion and tectonic uplift.
With age, the longitudinal profile will become more concave along the channel. If there are
any changes in resistance of the bedrock or presence of tectonic activity, deviations from
smooth concave shape can occur. Less concave, or rarely even convex longitudinal stream
profiles, occur in tectonically active areas or in areas with highly resistant bedrock. In areas
where erosional processes prevail, the shape of the longitudinal stream profile can be more
concave-convex (Matoš et al., 2014). Steeper gradients are present in the upper parts of the
stream, whereas gentler gradients are typical for the lower parts. In areas without active
tectonic deformation, erosion is concentrated in the upper part of the stream, whereas little
erosion or accumulation of material happens in the lower part of the stream.
Zaprowski et al. (2005) report that intense rainfall and greater mean annual precipitation
increase concavity of the stream where there is no tectonic activity and propose that changes
in stream concavity may also result from changing lithology along the stream (bedrock or
alluvial plains).
To construct longitudinal profiles, I used the points that were digitized to determine the
stream sinuosity index. The length of the stream was calculated as the cumulative distance
between the points, which were digitized in 10 m intervals. By using Values to points tool in
ArcGIS Desktop software I extracted the elevation data from DEM raster and attributed
elevations to profile points. Longitudinal profiles were made in Graph. After determining the
knickpoints, I displayed them on the map in ArcGIS Desktop.
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Figure 20: Longitudinal stream profile. Example of Pšata stream.
3.3.2 Normalized longitudinal stream profile and concavity
Normalized longitudinal stream profiles and concavity parameters can be used to assess
vertical deformation that affected the stream channel (Ruszkiczay-Rüdiger et al., 2009) and
are not dependent on basin size and shape (Zaprowski et al., 2005).
Normalized longitudinal stream profiles are constructed using normalized length and
normalized elevation values. A point on the normalized longitudinal stream profile is
determined from its elevation h and distance from the source l, which are then normalized by
dividing with the total elevation H and total length L of the stream as seen in equations (2, 3).
Consequently, normalized values are in the range from 0 to 1.

(2)

(3)

To measure the concavity, I used concavity factor Cf, maximal concavity Zmax, and distance of
maximal concavity from source of the stream Δl/L (Figure 21). Concavity factor Cf is defined
as the area of the "eroded" part between the normalized longitudinal stream profile and the
straight line that connects the stream source with the mouth of the stream. It ranges from 0 to
100%. Maximal concavity Zmax is a normalized maximal elevation difference between stream
profile and the straight line that connects the stream source with the mouth of the stream. It
can range from 0 to 1 (Matoš et al., 2014).
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Figure 21: An example of normalized longitudinal stream profile with marked concavity
factor Cf, maximal concavity Zmax and distance of maximal concavity from the source of the
stream Δl/L; x axis represents normalized length and y axis represent normalized elevation
values.
More concave stream profile, characterized by high concavity factor and high maximal
concavity indicates a more mature or old erosional stage of the stream (Matoš et al., 2014),
whereas low concavity is common in the juvenile erosional stage of landscape evolution.
Relation between maximal concavity Zmax and its distance from source of the stream Δl/L can
be presented in a scatter plot (Ruszkiczay-Rüdiger et al., 2009). High maximal concavity and
low value of its distance from the source of the stream is usually observed in mature to old
stages of the stream. In this case, maximal concavity occurs close to the source of the stream
and there is only a slight decrease of concavity along the channel (Ruszkiczay-Rüdiger et al.,
2009). Normal evolution of the stream is indicated with a range of values from low maximal
concavity and high values of its distance from the source to high maximal concavity and low
values of its distance to the source. When low maximal concavity values occur close to the
source of the stream, this suggests active tectonic deformation along the stream channel
(Ruszkiczay-Rüdiger et al., 2009).
Concavity can be quantified with the stream concavity index SCI. On the normalized stream
profile, the straight line connecting the source of the stream with mouth of the stream has an
area of 0.5. To determine the SCI value, the area between this straight line and the stream
profile is calculated and divided by 0.5. For cases when the stream profile is above the
straight line connecting source and mouth of the stream, the calculated area is taken as
negative (Zaprowski et al., 2005). With increasing stream concavity, the value of the stream
concavity index SCI will increase, whereas the SCI will be negative for convex stream
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profiles (Zaprowski et al., 2005). With stream concavity index, concavity of a stream is
expressed in a single value, therefore it can be compared with other parameters more easily.
Another quantitative measure of stream concavity is the normalized channel steepness. Shape
of the channel slope is expressed with equation (4) which states that the slope S is a function
of channel steepness index ks, upstream area A and concavity index θ. Concavity index
correlates the incision rate with channel steepness. Higher values of channel steepness index
indicate areas that are undergoing active uplift. Channel steepness index is influenced by rock
uplift, lithology and climate conditions (e.g. Matoš et al., 2014).
(4)

Results of equation (4) can be biased for smaller streams because hillslope processes are
prevailing over fluvial processes (Zaprowski et al., 2005).
To obtain the values of channel steepness index and concavity index, the logarithmic area
values log A are plotted against logarithmic slope values log S (Matoš et al., 2014). Slope of
the regression line fitting the points on the plot represents the concavity index and the point
where the regression line intercept y axis (when x or log A values equals 0) represents the
channel steepness index (Zaprowski et al., 2005).
Normalized channel steepness index ksn is calculated using the upstream drainage basin area
(A) and the difference between reference concavity (θref) and concavity index (θ) (Matoš et
al., 2014):
(5)

Values of concavity index and channel steepness index are strongly correlated, which is why
the use of reference concavity is needed. The reference concavity is obtained from the channel
or its segments not affected by knickpoints, uplift or changes in lithology and rock features
(Wobus et al., 2006). Reference concavity usually ranges from 0.35 to 0.65.
To compare the longitudinal streams in the study area I normalized the length and elevation
values and created normalized longitudinal profiles. For every point on the normalized
longitudinal profile I calculated the distance between the profile and straight line connecting
source and mouth of the stream (Δl/L) using Microsoft Excel. I determined the maximum
distance (maximal concavity, Zmax) and its position along the channel, measured as a
horizontal distance from source of the stream. Using Calculate Area feature in Graph
software I determined the area between profile and straight line between source and mouth of
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the stream, which represents the concavity factor (Cf). To present the maximal concavity
values on the map in ArcGIS Desktop I transformed the normalized values back to original
values.
Using the elevation, watershed area and the slope of the stream channel that I acquired with
Value to points tool in ArcGIS Desktop from slope in degrees map, I calculated the concavity
factor and then divided the value by 0.5 to obtain the stream concavity index (SCI). The
streams in the study area are not long enough to provide meaningful values of normalized
channel steepness index (ksn), therefore I did not include this analysis in the thesis.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 SINUOSITY ANALYSIS
Calculated sinuosity index values for window size of 200 meters range from 1.05 to 7.18
(Figure 22). Lowest sinuosity occurs in the northern parts of the Tunjice Hills and in the
upper parts of the streams. There, streams mostly flow over bedrock, which is the reason for
low values of sinuosity index, since in bedrock streams are not able to develop meanders. To
help correlating the analysis results with local geology, the sinuosity index maps are overlain
over the geological maps of Kresevič (2016) and Premru (1982) in Appendix A1 and A2,
respectively.
For river Tunjščica, the first change in its sinuosity (point T1 in Figure 22) coincides with the
Tunjice syncline axis (Appendix A1, A2) Next increase in sinuosity for river Tunjščica (point
T2 in Figure 22) is probably related to the change of discharge where two tributaries merge
with the main channel. Additionally, Tunjščica also crosses the boundary between the Dol
formation and the Laško formation at this locality. This lithological change is clearly visible
on the slope distribution map (Figure 6), where slopes in Laško formation are markedly
steeper than the slopes in Dol formation. Next increase in sinuosity index (point T3 in Figure
22) could be caused by a fault, marked on the geological map as covered fault with a W – E
direction (Appendix A2). This fault was not determined on the geological map of Kresevič
(2016) in Appendix A1, but according to this map the increase in sinuosity could occur due to
the influence of the Tunjice fault which runs along the Tunjščica channel. Since the accuracy
of this geological map is generally better, I favour the latter interpretation, namely that the
change of sinuosity at site T3 is either a consequence of Tunjice fault or of crossing the
geological boundary between Govce formation and Laško formation which also occurs there.
Further downstream the amount of sediments the river Tunjščica accumulated increased.
There, the sinuosity increases several times, with two exceptionally high values that are
marked with red colour and represent values from 3.12 to 7.18 (points T5 and T6 in Figure
22). Before these exceptionally high values another increase occurs (marked with orange
colours and values from 2.17 to 3.11; point T4 in Figure 22), which could be influenced by a
fault with a NW -SE direction (Appendix A2). According to both geological maps (Appendix
A1, A2) the first change to high sinuosity (point T5 in Figure 22) is not related to faults or
lithological changes as there are none in that area. A possible explanation is that Tunjščica is
crossing a fault which is not visible on the surface or is covered and was therefore not
detected by mapping. The other area with exceptionally high values of sinuosity index (point
T6 in Figure 22) lies in the vicinity of another lithological change from Govce formation to
Oligocene conglomerate, which could influence the change in sinuosity. In Appendix A2
another fault is visible here, which in my opinion is the most sensible explanation for the
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increase in sinuosity index values. Further downstream I ended the sinuosity analysis as the
downstream is not a part of the Tunjice Hills anymore, and the channel was changed too much
due to human interaction. Moreover, the Tunjščica stream ends approximately 500 meters
later in a confluence point with Pšata river.
Similar to the Tunjščica stream, Knežji potok exhibits low sinuosity index values in its upper
part of the stream. Unlike Tunjščica and most other streams discussed further below, the
source of Knežji potok is not located in Triassic rocks, but in Dol formation, not far from the
lithological boundary between Laško formation and Dol formation. Based on geological map
in Appendix A1, Knežji potok also crosses the Tunjice syncline axis, but unlike Tunjščica, its
sinuosity does not increase at the crossing since in this area the stream flows in bedrock as the
stream is not able to produce a lot of sediment this far upstream. The first increase in sinuosity
(point K1 in Figure 22) happens relatively close to the source and cannot be explained with
faults or lithological changes (Appendix A1 and A2). The map of slope angles distribution
(Figure 6) also doesn’t indicate a major change in the steepness of the slope that could affect
the sinuosity of the stream. The change in sinuosity here could be influenced by tectonic
deformation, but it is not confirmed. Next increase in sinuosity (point K2 in Figure 22)
coincides with change in lithology from Dol formation to Laško formation. Next higher
increase in sinuosity (point K3 in Figure 22) locates near the second confluence point, but as
the increase occurs before the confluence, this is not a probable explanation. Kresevič (2016)
proposed a covered N – S direction fault running along the valley of Knežji potok (Appendix
A1, Figure 8). Activity of this fault could explain increase in sinuosity both at the previous
point K2 and here at point K2. The sharp deflection of the river here is also likely influenced
by the fault. The next larger increase in sinuosity (point K4 in Figure 22) happens before the
confluence point again. In Appendix A2 there is a fault in NW – SE direction shown to be
running along this part of the valley, but this is not corroborated by the map in Appendix A1.
There is one area with exceptionally high values of sinuosity index (point K5 in Figure 22)
where sinuosity reaches values from 3.12 to 7.18. Similar to the neighbouring point T5 on the
Tunjščica stream, no faults or lithological changes were mapped here on either of the
geological maps. The sinuosity increase could be of tectonic origin, but it is not confirmed.
Further downstream there is another larger increase in sinuosity (point K6 in Figure 22) that
also cannot be correlated to mapped faults. Probably this increase can be explained by the
same tectonic deformation as at the previous point K5, which is located very close. Further
downstream the channel is changed due to human activity and then ends in a confluence with
Pšata river.
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Figure 22: Sinuosity index values for all streams in Tunjice Hills with window size 200
meters (A), detailed view of point K5 (B).
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Next analysed stream is Vrtaški potok that also has a source in Dol formation. First increase
in values of sinuosity index (point V1 in Figure 22) occurs close to the source and is under the
influence of the bedrock channel. Next, and first larger increase in sinuosity indicated in
orange colour representing values from 2.17 to 3.11 (point V2 in Figure 22) sits at the
confluence point, which is a likely reason for sinuosity increase. In addition, in both
geological maps (Appendixes A1, A2) this is also the location of lithological change from Dol
formation to Laško formation, and according to Kresevič (2016), a covered fault in a NNE –
SSW direction runs along the valley of Vrtaški potok. The increase in sinuosity index values
can be explained with the combined effect of all three main factors. Similar situation occurs in
the next area of increased sinuosity (point V3 in Figure 22), except that here no fault proposed
on either of the geological maps. The confluence point has an influence on part that is located
south from the confluence point. Also, the lithological boundary between Laško formation
and Govce formation occurs further downstream. One possible interpretation is, that a fault
runs along the valley and impacts the stream again. Next increase with a highest values of
sinuosity index for Vrtaški potok (point V4 in Figure 22) again does not coincide with any
faults or lithological changes. Its location in the stream channel lies in the trend of similar
points K5/K6 and T5 on Knežji potok and Tunjščica, respectively. In my interpretation, an
active fault which is not visible on the surface is the most likely explanation for these points.
Close to the confluence point of Vrtaški potok with Pšata river in another slight increase in
sinuosity (point V5 in Figure 22) could be produced by a fault that runs along the western
edge of Tunjice Hills, presented on the geological map in Appendix A2.
For most part the Doblič stream has low sinuosity in its upper part of the stream. It is sourced
in the Triassic rocks has and a long bedrock channel before reaching the more erodible
Oligocene and Miocene rocks. First small increase in sinuosity indicated by yellow colour
representing values from 1.70 to 2.16 (point D1 in Figure 22) occurs on the syncline axis.
First larger increase in sinuosity index (point D2 in Figure 22) corresponds to lithological
change from Dol formation to Laško formation. The highest sinuosity index values (point D3
in Figure 22) occur in the lower part of the stream, and there again no faults or lithological
changes were mapped. This increase in sinuosity can be correlated with the previous ones on
Vrtaški potok, Knežji potok and Tunjščica, and could represent a covered active fault that
would have NW – SE direction. Further downstream another increase (point D4 in Figure 22)
is most probably due to the fault along the western edge of the Hills, visible on geological
map in Appendix A2. In the last part before the Doblič stream ends in confluence point with
Pšata river, the channel is under the influence of human activity.
Dobrovšek stream has a source in Miocene rocks, probably in Laško formation, which is not
clear as the geological map of Kresevič (2016) does not extend west of the Doblič stream.
According to the geological map of Premru (1982) the first increase in sinuosity (point Do1 in
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Figure 22) occurs at the lithological change from older to younger Miocene rocks (possibly
Dol formation), and the next increase (point Do2 in Figure 22) could correspond to the change
back to Laško formation. The contact of the Dol and Laško formation on the surface is
otherwise clearly visible in all of the streams where this lithological boundary is present. In
the next part of the stream the amount of accumulated sediments increases but the stream
channel has a low value of sinuosity index (dark green with values from 1.05 to 1.35). The
low sinuosity can be produced by human interaction with the channel, though this is not
apparent in that area. The sinuosity again slightly increases (point Do3 in Figure 22) when it
crosses the fault at the edge of the Hills that is plotted on the geological map in Appendix A2.
Next is the Kamnik stream that has a source in the Triassic rocks and crosses a few major
faults in W – E direction and lithological changes. The changes are not discernible with the
applied method of sinuosity determination, as the stream flows in bedrock. The only
noticeable increase in sinuosity index values for Kamnik stream (point Ka1 in Figure 22)
occurs in the area of its confluence point with one of its tributaries. Even with the presence of
confluence point, the most probable cause for the increase is the large WSW – ENE direction
fault which separates Miocene rock from same age Miocene rocks in the area of Kamnik
stream, and Oligocene rocks from Miocene rock further northeast. The fault could connect
with the Viševca fault, but without a more accurate geological map that cannot be certainly
determined. The fault that causes the increase in sinuosity in Kamnik stream runs along the
valley of the stream. Further downstream, the Kamnik stream ends in a confluence point with
Pšata river.
The last stream is Pšata river. In my research area I only included a short part of the Pšata
stream since the river flows outside of the area of Tunjice Hills. The area marked as the
source of the river Pšata on Figure 22 is in reality the source of one of the tributaries of Pšata.
Source of Pšata river is located northwest, near the town called Pšata. The first increase (point
P1 in Figure 22) occurs in the area where the fault from the Kamnik stream valley and the
fault along the edge of the Tunjice Hills are in contact. Further downstream the sinuosity
increases (points P2 and P3 in Figure 22) in the confluence points of tributaries with the main
Pšata channel. Larger increase in sinuosity index values (point P4 in Figure 22) occurs in the
confluence point with Vrtaški potok. The highest sinuosity index values (red colour with
values from 3.12 to 7.18; point P5 in Figure 22) occur in the area of a supposed fault, based
on the Appendix A2. The sinuosity analysis for river Pšata is less reliable as the river is
mostly changed and influenced by human interaction, therefore I did not use the data from the
whole river.
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4.2 HYPSOMETRIC CURVES AND HYPSOMETRIC INTEGRALS
4.2.1 Hypsometric curves
Hypsometric curves for the main streams are presented in Figure 23. Hypsometric curves
change their shape from concave to sigmoidal and convex shape. Concave and sigmoidal
shaped hypsometric curves are typical for mature to old erosional stages, where a large part of
the area was already eroded, whereas convex shaped hypsometric curves are common in
juvenile erosional stages. I determined the area of drainage basins using ArcGIS Desktop
10.3.1. software using lidar-derived 1 × 1 m DEM of Slovenia (eVode, 2016). Knickpoints,
which indicate a change in the channel slope, can be seen in hypsometric curves and in stream
longitudinal profiles. Knickpoints reflect changes such as lithological changes, climate,
erosion, glaciations and also tectonic movements.
Drainage basin of Tunjščica stream covers the area of approximately 10.5 million m2 with 404
meters of elevation difference from the lowest point at 330 meters and the highest point at 734
meters. The hypsometric curve of Tunjščica stream (Figure 23) is of concave shape with a
slight convex shape between a/A values of 0.05 and 0.14. This area belongs to the upper
stream parts where river flows over Triassic rocks. Both knickpoints at a/A values of 0.05 and
0.14 coincide with larger faults, one of which is the Viševca fault that has a WSW – ENE
direction in this area. Downstream from point a/A = 0.14, after crossing the boundary between
Oligocene and Miocene rocks, the hypsometric curve develops a slightly convex shape, which
could be caused by a small degree of tectonic disturbance, or equally by a gradually increased
accumulation of sediments in the lower parts of the stream. Tectonic disturbance can be due
to faults that run along the Tunjščica stream in a N – S direction (Figure 8). The prevailing
concave shape of the hypsometric curve indicates that Tunjščica stream is in a mature to old
erosional stage.
Drainage basin of Knežji potok stream covers the area of approximately 5.2 million m2 with
143 meters of height difference from the lowest point at 331 meters and the highest point at
474 meters. The hypsometric curve of Knežji potok stream (Figure 23) has a sigmoidal shape.
In its upper part it has a smooth concave shape that changes to convex shape around value of
a/A = 0.38 and in lower part of the stream, around the point a/A = 0.82, crosses above the
straight line between the source of the stream and the mouth of the stream. Sigmoidal shape of
the hypsometric curve implies a mature erosional stage. The convex shape in lower part could
be explained with increased sediment accumulation or some degree of tectonic disturbance.
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Figure 23: Hypsometric curves for all the streams. Colours refer to the underlying rock types
(see Fig. 8).
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Vrtaški potok stream is very similar to Knežji potok. Its drainage basin covers the area of
approximately 3.2 million m2. The lowest point is at 337 meters of elevation and the highest
point at 452 meters, with a difference of 115 meters. Similar to Knežji potok, Vrtaški potok
also exhibits a sigmoidal shaped hypsometric curve which tends towards more concave shape
in the upper part of the stream. The hypsometric curve changes to more convex shape
approximately at a/A = 0.42. Similar to Knežji potok, it crosses above the straight line
connecting source of the stream with mouth of the stream at the point a/A = 0.91. The change
to convex shape is gentler that at Knežji potok. This could be due to less accumulated
sediments, a more mature erosional stage, or a lesser amount of tectonic activity. Both streams
are similar in size, therefore the expected influence of sediment accumulation is smaller but
not excluded. I consider a more mature erosional stage coupled with a smaller degree of
tectonic disturbance the most plausible cause for convex shaped lower part of hypsometric
curve that is gentler for Vrtaški potok than for Knežji potok.
Drainage basin of Doblič stream covers the area of approximately 4.4 million m 2. The lowest
point is at 347 meters of elevation and the highest point at 697 meters with a difference of 350
meters. Hypsometric curve for Doblič stream (Figure 23) has a smooth concave shape along
the whole stream. There is a slight knickpoint at the value of a/A = 0.055, which correlates
with the Viševca fault. From the values of a/A of approximately 0.17 to 0.5, the hypsometric
curve straightens and becomes parallel to the straight line connecting source of the stream
with mouth of the stream. In the lower part of the stream the hypsometric curve has a concave
shape that has another knickpoint at a/A = 0.92, where a small drop of hypsometric curve is
visible. This knickpoint could be occurring due to the fault that runs along west edge of
Tunjice Hills (Figure 9), which is indicated in the geological map of Premru (1982). On the
other hand, it could also reflect the vicinity of the mouth of the stream. From the not very
distinctive concave shape of the hypsometric curve I interpret that the Doblič stream is in an
early stage of mature erosional stage.
Drainage basin of Dobrovšek stream covers the area of approximately 1.5 million m2 and
spans 170 meters of height difference from the lowest point at 348 meters and the highest
point at 518 meters. The hypsometric curve has a distinct concave shape with a very steep
upper part down to the point a/A = 0.035. The noticeable knickpoint coincides with a WSW –
ENE direction fault in Miocene rocks seen in a geological map of Premru (1982) (Figure 9).
Further downstream from the point a/A = 0.035, the hypsometric curve straightens but does
not parallel the straight line from the source to the mouth of the stream as it is in case of
Doblič stream. At the point a/A = 0.94, the hypsometric curve for Dobrovšek stream crosses
above the straight line between the source and the mouth of the stream. Since the hypsometric
curve is not convex here, the presence of tectonic deformation is not plausible, therefore the
increased sediment accumulation is the alternative interpretation, particularly as this is the
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lowest part of the Dobrovšek stream before it ends with a confluence point. Due to small size
of the stream it cannot provide large amounts of sediments, but they can still influence the
hypsometric curve. The hypsometric curve is of generally concave shape which indicates that
the Dobrovšek stream is in a mature to old erosional stage.
Kamnik stream has a drainage area of approximately 1.4 million m2 with 267 meters of height
difference between the lowest point at 362 meters and the highest point at 629 meters. The
hypsometric curve of Kamnik stream (Figure 23) has a very distinctive shape. The first
knickpoint at point at a/A = 0.015 occurs at the W – E direction fault contact between Triassic
rocks and Oligocene rocks, which could represent the western part of Viševca fault.
Hypsometric curve then becomes steeper until the next knickpoint at a/A = 0.09. This
knickpoint is located between two faults, the first separating Oligocene conglomerates and
Miocene rocks, and the second fault cutting the same age Miocene rocks. After this
knickpoint the hypsometric curve becomes convex until the next knickpoint at a/A = 0.5. This
part of the stream runs along the WSW – ENE direction fault in a Kamnik valley that is
indicated in geological map in Figure 9. The convex shape of the hypsometric curve implies
that the fault is active. The knickpoint at a/A = 0.5 represents the point where the stream
channel turns away from the fault. After this knickpoint the hypsometric curve straightens
until the mouth of the stream. After a/A = 0.98, the curve crosses over the straight line
between the source and the mouth of the stream, but this most probably happens due to the
proximity of the confluence point and the accumulated sediments.
Pšata stream has a drainage basin area of approximately 5.9 million m 2 with 308 meters of
height difference between the lowest point at 330 meters and the highest point at 638 meters.
This applies only for the part of Pšata river that is located in my research area and not for the
whole river Pšata. The general shape of hypsometric curve for river Pšata is concave which
indicates that the river is in a mature to old erosional stage. The uppermost part is steep and
ends in a knickpoint at a/A = 0.025, which coincides with the W – E direction fault between
Triassic rocks and Oligocene conglomerate. Afterwards, the hypsometric curve becomes
straight or slightly convex in the area of confluence point with Kamnik stream. After the
knickpoint at a/A = 0.15, the hypsometric curve develops a gentler slope. This knickpoint
represent the confluence point with Kamnik stream and apparent faults in that area from
geological map of Premru (1982). In the downstream part the hypsometric curve straightens
with no noticeable knickpoints. At approximately a/A = 0.56, the hypsometric curve becomes
slightly convex, which is probably a result of increased sediment accumulation.
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4.2.2 Hypsometric integrals (Hi)
Low hypsometric integral (Hi) values characterize streams that have a more concave profile
shape and indicate that the stream is in a mature to old erosional stage, whereas high Hi values
characterize streams with less concave, or convex, profile shapes and indicate that streams are
in a juvenile erosional stage. Hypsometric integral value for a straight line that connects the
source with the mouth of the stream is 0.5. Hi values lower than 0.25 are considered as low,
and values higher than 0.25 as relatively high. Hi values exceeding 0.5 are considered as
exceptionally high. No streams with Hi higher than 0.5 are present in my study area. Results
of hypsometric integral calculations are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Hypsometric integrals and average slope values for the streams.
Stream name

Hypsometric integral

Average slope (°)

Tunjščica
Knežji potok
Vrtaški potok
Doblič
Dobrovšek
Kamnik
Pšata

0.220
0.355
0.315
0.327
0.194
0.261
0.113

1.46
0.45
0.50
1.61
1.00
1.08
0.52

Average

0.255

0.95

Streams with relatively low Hi values are Tunjščica, Dobrovšek and Pšata, of which Pšata has
the lowest value of 0.113. This implies that Pšata is in a definite mature to old erosional stage,
which I also interpreted from its hypsometric curve (Section 4.2.1).
The streams exhibiting higher Hi values are Knežji potok, Vrtaški potok, Doblič and Kamnik.
Of those, Kamnik has the lowest Hi value of 0.261, which is close to the Tunjice Hills average
value of 0.255. Hypsometric curve analysis in Section 4.2.1 suggested that Kamnik is the
stream most affected by tectonic activity, but this is hardly corroborated by its Hi value. This
could be due to composed structure of hypsometric curve for Kamnik stream that would be
better to separate into three parts that are separated by two large knickpoints on the
hypsometric curve. Problem arises as then there are too few points along the channel and the
results are biased. The other three streams have a similar Hi value of around 0.325. These
relatively high Hi values are due to the convex shape of the hypsometric curve in the lower
parts of Knežji potok and Vrtaški potok, and due to small curvature of Doblič stream. For all
three streams, a more juvenile erosional stage with potential tectonic deformation in the lower
stream parts can be assumed.
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Figure 24 displays the relationship between hypsometric integral values (H i) and average
slope values of investigated streams. Four data clusters are seen in the scatter plot. Streams in
the blue cluster (Figure 24) exhibit higher Hi values that exceed 0.3, and the slope which is
lower than the average for all analysed streams, that is 0.95°. This cluster includes Knežji
potok and Vrtaški potok that are showing high Hi values and are most likely to be influenced
by tectonic deformation occurring in their basins. The green cluster (Figure 24) is
characterized by average Hi values and average slope values, includes Kamnik and
Dobrovšek. Of those, Kamnik has the highest Hi values, therefore I interpret that some degree
of tectonic activity is occurring in its basin. For the remaining Dobrovšek stream, I assume a
mature to old erosional stage. Orange cluster includes streams Doblič and Tunjščica. Both
have high average slope values. Doblič also have one of highest Hi value, therefore I interpret
it to be in a juvenile erosional stage with possible tectonic activity. Tunjščica with lower Hi
value I assume is in a mature to old erosional stage. The last, purple cluster is represented by
river Pšata, which stands out with its low Hi value and low average slope. This indicates a
tectonically stable area or slow deformation. Since I used only a part of the data for river
Pšata as Pšata is mainly flowing outside of Tunjice Hills, the results are biased.

Figure 24: Scatter plot of hypsometric integral values in relation to average slope of the
streams.
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4.3 LONGITUDINAL STREAM PROFILES AND STREAM CONCAVITY
4.3.1 Longitudinal profiles
I constructed longitudinal profiles for all streams and their tributaries. Longitudinal profile of
Tunjščica stream and its tributaries is presented in Figure 25. Profiles of other streams are
supplied in Appendixes B1-B5. For better geological correlation, knickpoints recognized on
longitudinal profiles are plotted on the geological maps of Premru (1982) and Kresevič (2016)
in Appendix C1 and C2, respectively. The codes that I used to mark no-name tributaries are
presented on a map in Figure 26.
Tunjščica, more than 14 kilometres long, is the longest stream in Tunjice Hills. Its
longitudinal profile (Figure 25) is concave shaped with a convex bulge in the first 1000
meters. The convex bulge appears after a knickpoint (point a) in Figure 26) which coincides
with a fault that separates Triassic carbonate rocks from Oligocene conglomerates (Appendix
C2). Before this point, when river flows over Triassic rocks, the stream gradient is very steep.
After the convex bulge, the channel steepens again and crosses two faults in a WSW – ENE
direction that are barely visible in the profile due to scale. These two faults separate a wedge
of Triassic slates from the Oligocene conglomerate in the north and Oligocene conglomerate
in the south (points b and c in Figure 26). Crossing of Tunjščica of the Viševca fault is not
manifested in its longitudinal stream profile. In the Miocene rocks, the stream profile has a
gentle slope and concave shape. For Tunjščica tributaries, knickpoints are harder to
distinguish from the normal features of the stream channel due to the small stream lengths.
Tributaries T1 and T2 do not exhibit noticeable knickpoints. T2 has a convex shape which
could imply tectonic activity as it runs over Miocene rocks of Dol formation which are not
very resistant. T3 shows a large break in the upper part of longitudinal stream profile which
can be correlated either to the N – E direction fault running along the stream valley (Appendix
C2; point d in Figure 26), or to the Tunjice syncline axis with approximately W-E direction
(Appendix C1). From the map in Appendix C1 it is also apparent that the cause of the
knickpoint could be a change in lithology from more resistant Laško formation to less
resistant Dol formation, where the slopes decreases (Figure 6). Knickpoints visible in
longitudinal stream profiles for tributaries T4 and T5 may indicate a fault in a W – E direction
(Appendix C2; point e in Figure 26).
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Figure 25: Longitudinal stream profile of Tunjščica stream and its tributaries with marked
knickpoints. Colours refer to the underlying rock types (see Fig. 8).
Knežji potok is approximately 8.5 km long and has four larger tributaries. The stream profile
has a concave shape that is slightly convex near the mouth of the stream. At approximately
750 meters from the source there is a large knickpoint (point f in Figure 26) that is probably
indicating change in discharge before a confluence point. Next two knickpoint (points g and h
in Figure 26) stand out in the longitudinal stream profile, but they do not correlate to any
mapped fault or lithological change. They could indicate some degree of tectonic activity, or
they could be controlled by other factors like climate or lithology. Further downstream at
around 3000 meters there is another knickpoint (point i in Figure 26) that represent change
due to vicinity of a confluence point. Tributary K1 is too short to determine knickpoints. In
the other three tributaries, a knickpoint (point j in Figure 26) is visible only in K3, which
correlates with a confluence point between K3 and another smaller tributary.
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Figure 26: Location of knickpoints.
Longitudinal stream profile of Vrtaški potok has a concave shape with a sharp change in slope
of the profile at approximately 200 meters. This knickpoint (point k in Figure 26) cannot be
correlated to any mapped fault or lithological change. There, the stream flows over bedrock,
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therefore the knickpoint could result from a change in the erodibility of the rocks, or other
factors. At around 600 meters there is a knickpoint (Appendix B2) that is not marked in
Figure 26, which reflects either a confluence point or a fault in a N – S direction that runs
along the valley of Vrtaški potok. At approximately 2200 meters and 4000 meters (point m in
Figure 26) are knickpoints due to confluences. Tributary V2 has a concave shape that changes
into convex shape. Tributary V3 shows a change in steepness of the profile. The knickpoint
(point l in Figure 26) cannot be correlated to any known geological features. The change in
steepness could be due to the bedrock type or there is some tectonic activity present.
Doblič is approximately 8000 meters long stream with three larger tributaries. It has a smooth
concave shape with two noticeable knickpoints. First knickpoint at 350 meters (Appendix B3)
occurs at the change from Triassic rocks to Oligocene rocks. The second knickpoint at 900
meters (point n in Figure 26) lies close to the Viševca fault which here separates Triassic
rocks from Miocene rocks (Appendix C1, C2). In the longitudinal stream profile of tributary
D2 is a knickpoint (point p in Figure 26) that correlates to the WSW – ENE direction fault
that is cutting the Miocene rocks. The knickpoint is harder to determine because the stream is
only 400 meters long which can influence the results. The same fault (point o in Figure 26) is
better visible in longitudinal stream profile for tributary D3, where this fault separates
Oligocene rocks from Miocene rocks (Appendix C2), but alternatively, the knickpoint sits at
lithological change between Govce formation and Laško formation (Appendix C1). In the
profile, the knickpoint is visible as a change in steepness of the channel slope.
Longitudinal stream profile for Dobrovšek stream has a concave shape with the upper part
showing steep slopes that become gentler at approximately 400 meters. This change (point r
in Figure 26) happens in a vicinity of a fault crossing the Miocene rocks (Appendix C2).
Further downstream at approximately 2300 meters, a sudden drop in channel profile (point q
in Figure 26) cannot be correlated to any mapped faults or lithological changes. There, the
stream flows over its own sediments so the influence of bedrock is small. The knickpoint may
indicate active tectonic deformation.
Kamnik is the shortest stream in Tunjice Hills. It has a gentle concave shape with one major
knickpoint (point s in Figure 26) that can correlate to change in erodibility of the rocks caused
by the fault in a WSW – ENE direction that runs along the valley of Kamnik stream.
Longitudinal stream profile for river Pšata represent only a part of the river as I did not
include the entire river into my research. The longitudinal profile has a concave shape. In the
upper part of the profile, the slopes are steep which is followed by a flattened area at
approximately 560 meters (point t in Figure 26). This knickpoint correlates to a large W – E
direction fault between Triassic rocks and Oligocene rocks. Further downstream there are a
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few smaller knickpoints that mostly correlate to confluence points along the channel. One of
the larger ones is marked on Figure 26 (point u) and occurs at 4200 meters.
4.3.2 Normalized longitudinal stream profiles
With normalized longitudinal stream profiles, it is easier to compare streams of different size.
As explained earlier, profile concavity reflects the age of the stream as older streams are more
concave shaped. Less concave or convex stream profiles are common in tectonically active
areas or areas with highly resistant bedrock.
In normalized longitudinal stream profiles (Figure 27), the knickpoints are more clearly seen.
All normalized longitudinal profiles have a concave shape. The most concave is the Tunjščica
stream. More concave are also Pšata and Dobrovšek. Dobrovšek and Vrtaški potok both
exhibit a sudden change in slope steepness in the upper part of their streams. Less concave are
streams Knežji potok, Vrtaški potok and Kamnik. Normalized longitudinal stream profile for
Kamnik stream becomes almost parallel to the straight line that connects the source of the
stream with the mouth of the stream. Based on distinctiveness of concavity of the normalized
longitudinal stream profiles, I interpret that Tunjščica is the oldest and Kamnik is the
youngest stream. This could imply that the streams become younger from east to west,
however the profile shape of Knežji potok and Vrtaški potok in the central part of the Hills
suggests that these streams are even younger than Dobrovšek and Doblič in the west.
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Figure 27: Normalized longitudinal stream profiles; red line characterises position of maximal
concavity along the stream. Colours refer to the underlying rock types (see Fig. 8).
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4.3.3 Concavity
Parameters maximal concavity, distance of maximal concavity from source of the stream and
concavity factor are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Concavity parameters for streams in Tunjice Hills.
Stream name

Maximal concavity

Distance of Zmax from
the source

Concavity factor (%)

Tunjščica
Knežji potok
Vrtaški potok
Doblič
Dobrovšek
Kamnik
Pšata

0.583
0.356
0.381
0.395
0.435
0.283
0.408

0.149
0.211
0.099
0.349
0.137
0.402
0.259

35.45
22.31
23.41
24.8
25.51
17.46
26.21

Average

0.406

0.23

25.02

I consider maximal concavity to be high if it exceeds the average value of 0.406. Streams
showing high maximal concavity are Tunjščica, Dobrovšek and Pšata, of which the highest
value of 0.583 was determined for Tunjščica stream. On the other hand, maximal concavity
values below the average value are considered as low. Streams with low maximal concavity
include Knežji potok, Vrtaški potok, Doblič and Kamnik which has the lowest value of 0.283.
Same principle was used to classify the streams according to the distance of maximal
concavity from the source of the stream. Relatively low value of distance is seen for
Tunjščica, Knežji potok, Vrtaški potok and Dobrovšek. Vrtaški potok shows the shortest
distance of 0.099. The streams with high distance values are Doblič, Pšata and Kamnik with
the highest value of 0.402.
For the straight line between the source and the mouth of the stream the concavity factor
value is 50%, which I used as a threshold for distinguishing between high and low values of
concavity parameter. High value of concavity factor is seen at Pšata, Dobrovšek and
Tunjščica, which shows the highest value of 35.45%. Kamnik stream has the lowest value of
concavity factor at 17.46%.
Maximal concavity values are visualized in a map in Figure 28. Clearly, Tunjščica,
Dobrovšek and Pšata exhibit the highest values of maximal concavity, whereas Vrtaški potok
and Dobrovšek have the point of maximal concavity closest to their source. To investigate the
geological context, the points of maximal concavity are plotted in geological maps
(Appendixes D1 and D2). Point of maximal concavity for Knežji potok is located on the
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lithological boundary between Dol formation and Laško formation (Appendix D1 and
Appendix D2). Point of maximal concavity for Dobrovšek stream is also located on
lithological boundary between Laško formation and Dol formation in the northern limb of the
syncline (Appendix D2). Maximal concavity for Doblič stream apparently occurs at the
Tunjice syncline axis (Appendix D1).

Figure 28: Visualization of the positions of the maximal concavities on a map.
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Streams with higher concavity factor and high maximal concavity are in a more mature or old
erosional stage. In the Tunjice Hills such streams are Tunjščica, Dobrovšek and Pšata, of
which the Tunjščica stream seems to be the most mature, indicated by the highest values of
both parameters. Low values of maximal concavity and concavity factor are common for
streams in juvenile erosional stage, which characterizes Knežji potok, Vrtaški potok and
Kamnik, which exhibits the lowest values of both parameters. Doblič stream has average
values of both parameters, therefore I consider Doblič to be in an early mature erosional stage.
The relation between maximal concavity and its distance from the source of the stream is best
seen in a scatter plot (Figure 29). Two streams stand out, Kamnik with low maximal
concavity and low distance, and Tunjščica with highest values for both parameters. These
streams are end members of a normal stream evolution trend from juvenile erosional stage
(Kamnik) to a mature and old erosional stage (Tunjščica). Other streams are similar in values
of maximal concavity but show different distances. Doblič can be interpreted as a stream with
normal evolution that between the juvenile and mature erosional stage. Knežji potok and
Vrtaški potok have relatively low maximal concavity and relatively low distance values which
may indicate an influence of tectonic activity, as discussed in previous sections. Dobrovšek
stream shows a relatively high maximal concavity values which is located close to the source
of the stream. Pšata is indicated to be in a mature erosional stage, but since only a part of the
river was analysed, this determination may be unreliable.
To better determine concavity of the normalized longitudinal stream profile I calculated
stream concavity index (SCI), which is presented in Table 3. More positive values of stream
concavity index, seen in streams Tunjščica, Doblič, Dobrovšek and Pšata, are typical for more
concave streams which indicates their mature to old erosional stage with little or no tectonic
influence. Lower values observed in Kamnik indicate its more juvenile erosional stage where
tectonic deformation is more commonly expected. Values for Knežji potok and Vrtaški potok
are neither high nor low. From their concavity, they can be interpreted as streams with more
mature erosional stage where tectonic activity is present.
Table 3: Results for stream concavity index.
Stream name

stream concavity index (SCI)

Tunjščica
Knežji potok
Vrtaški potok
Doblič
Dobrovšek
Kamnik
Pšata

0.709
0.446
0.468
0.496
0.510
0.349
0.524
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Figure 29: Scatter plot of maximal concavity values in relation to distance of maximal
concavity from the source of the stream.
4.4 TECTONIC INTERPRETATION
Results of all methods are summarized on map in Figure 30. These results are also shown in
geological maps in Appendixes E1 and E2. Here, I correlate higher sinuosity index values,
points of maximal concavity, and knickpoints. These features define lineament L1 in the
northwest part of Tunjice Hills. In this area the increase in sinuosity index and presence of
knickpoints is interpreted to result from the activity of the faults of the Sava fault zone
(Appendix E2). Sinuosity index increases in the stream channels of Kamnik, Dobrovšek and
also with a small increase in the Pšata stream. Very low maximal concavity of Kamnik stream
is also located on this lineament. In this area, additional knickpoints are seen in streams
Kamnik, Dobrovšek and Doblič.
Next lineament (L2 in Figure 30) occurs along the axis of the Tunjice syncline (Appendix
E1). It is defined by sinuosity increases in Doblič stream and Tunjščica stream. Maximal
concavity of Doblič stream also coincides with the fold axis.
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Figure 30: Results of all used methods with marked lineaments (red lines); on the DEM 1 × 1
m resolution map are presented results of sinuosity index, maximal concavity (dots of various
colours) and position of knickpoints (small red dots); values of the results for maximal
concavity and sinuosity index are presented in previous descriptions.
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Further south, knickpoints in streams Vrtaški potok and Knežji potok correlate with maximal
concavity of Vrtaški potok in lineament L3 (Figure 30). Between the two knickpoints on
Knežji potok, sinuosity index is also increased. Westward, lineament L3 can be correlated
with increase in sinuosity index in streams Doblič and Dobrovšek, however, this features can
be better correlated with lineament L4 (Figure 30), defined by sinuosity index increase in
streams Vrtaški potok, Knežji potok, and Tunjščica, and also with maximal concavity point of
Knežji potok stream. Lineament L4 appears to be related to lithological change from the more
erodible Dol formation in the north to the Laško Formation south of L4 (Appendix E1 and
E2).
In the southwestern part of Tunjice Hills, where large increases in sinuosity index are seen,
lineament L5 can be constructed to connect the sites with high sinuosity index values. The
lineament L5 can be extended towards NW where crosses the maximal concavity point of
Pšata stream.
Parallel to the L5, I infer the lineament L6 which connects knickpoints of Dobrovšek stream
and knickpoints from tributaries of streams Vrtaški potok and Knežji potok. This lineament
also crosses the site of sinuosity index increase in streams Vrtaški potok, Knežji potok and
Tunjščica.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
Streams occurring in Tunjice Hills are small, only a few kilometres long. They flow over
mostly Miocene rocks that are folded into a syncline. From sinuosity analysis it is apparent
that the upper part of the streams does not flow over their sediments since the stream sinuosity
values are low. Field observations confirmed that the streams here flow over bedrock or have
only a small quantity of sediments in its channels. Further downstream sinuosity increases in
areas of confluence points, and where streams are passing a fault or lithological boundary. In
the southern and southwestern part of Tunjice Hills a large increase of sinuosity occurs near
mouths of the streams Doblič, Vrtaški potok, Knežji potok and Tunjščica. This increase does
not correlate with previously mapped faults or lithological changes, but it could represent a
larger fault not previously mapped, which could also be an extension of Cerklje fault.
From the shape of hypsometric curve, the difference between rivers on the eastern side and
rivers on the western side of Tunjice Hills is apparent, especially difference between
Tunjščica and nearby Knežji potok, Vrtaški potok and Doblič. In the central part of Tunjice
Hills the streams accumulated larger amounts of sediments. This area has indications for
tectonic activity in the lower part of the streams, which is also corroborated by sinuosity
analysis. Based on hypsometric curves and longitudinal profiles, tectonic activity is also
present at the northern edge of Tunjice Hills, which can be attributed to major faults that
separate Triassic, Oligocene and Miocene rocks.
According to hypsometric integral and concavity values the streams are in the mature to old
erosional stage. An exception is stream Kamnik which is in a juvenile erosional stage. Values
of concavity parameters for streams Kamnik, Knežji potok and Vrtaški potok implies the
presence of tectonic deformations in their area.
Tectonic activity is furthermore determined in the westernmost part of Tunjice Hills, where it
is connected to the faults that runs along the Kamnik stream valley, and on the north where
faults separate different lithologies. Tectonic deformations are also present in south and
southeastern part of Tunjice Hills in the area where no faults were determined so far. Stable
and mature areas, determined with high values of concavity parameters and low values of
hypsometric integral, are located in easternmost part of Tunjice Hills on the edge of Sava
folds. In this area there is no presence of tectonic activity. A smaller area in stable and mature
erosional stage is located in the western part of Tunjice Hills, between central streams and
westernmost stream.
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The results demonstrate that most of tectonic activity in Tunjice Hills can be connected to the
larger faults that are part of the Sava fault zone. In Tunjice Hills there are no evidence of
active folding that would connect the Hills to the rest of Sava folds.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A1 - Sinuosity index overlying the geological map made by Kresevič (2016).
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Appendix A2 - Sinuosity index overlying geological map, made by Premru (1982).
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Appendix B1 - Longitudinal stream profile for Knežji potok and its tributaries. Colours refer
to the underlying rock types (see Fig. 8).
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Appendix B2 - Longitudinal stream profile for Vrtaški potok and its tributaries. Colours refer
to the underlying rock types (see Fig. 8).

Appendix B3 - Longitudinal stream profile for Doblič and its tributaries. Colours refer to the
underlying rock types (see Fig. 8).
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Appendix B4 - Longitudinal stream profile for Dobrovšek and its tributary Dob1 and Kamnik
and its tributary Kam1. Colours refer to the underlying rock types (see Fig. 8).

Appendix B5 - Longitudinal stream profile for Pšata. Colours refer to the underlying rock
types (see Fig. 8).
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Appendix C1 - Marked knickpoint derived from longitudinal stream profiles with geological
map from Kresevič (2016).
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Appendix C2: Marked knickpoint derived from longitudinal stream profiles with geological
map from Premru (1982).
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Appendix D1 - Visualization of maximal concavity on a geological map from Kresevič
(2016).
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Appendix D2 - Visualization of maximal concavity on a geological map from Premru (1982).
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Appendix E1: Results of all analysis shown on geological map by Kresevič (2016).
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Appendix E2: Results of all analysis shown on geological map by Premru (1982).
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